June 28, 2022
I have never joined or registered as a member of a political party. To this day I am a
Constitutionalist, plain and simple. There is no “Constitutionalist party” to join. I guess that’s
because there’s such a small number of American citizens, like myself, who have even bothered
to read the U.S. Constitution let alone take it seriously; case in point, all the Marxist Libtard
Demoncraps (MLDs) rioting in MLD stronghold cities (from DC to NY to LA to Chicago to Seattle
to Portland to Denver, et al) over Roe v Wade being overturned, as we speak.
From an early age (about 19 years old), thanks to having a decent high school education (also
rare now days), I’ve always known that “democracies” are one step away from becoming
communist strongholds. The entire concept of “majority rule” is nothing less than “mob rule”;
just like the mobs in the streets and the media today who are backed and paid for by the MLD
party. And that’s why there are “checks and balances” built into the Constitution to begin with.
The founders knew pure democracies are easily corrupted… and so do I… and so should YOU.
The USA is and always has been a Constitutional Republic. But once they cooked up political
parties that was the beginning of the end. That’s when “we the people” became divided and
the checks against mob rule, such as the electoral college system and SCOTUS, started to be
undermined. That’s how those who vote – thinking that the USA is a “democracy”, as those
who have been sucked into the MLD party vortex are told over and over again – have been
slowly and surely brainwashed into thinking like socialists, thinking like Marxists and thinking
like communists. And that’s how many of them have been taught that the best way to fly, and
to maintain “democracy” (?) in the USA, is by voting for “demoncraps” (communist wannabes).
Or worse yet RINOs.
I’ve always known how easy it is to rig elections, to brainwash voters, to corrupt voting systems,
etc. And I know how hard it is to figure out who (or what) to vote for, to make sure they are
not tyrants, to make sure they are patriots, to make sure they know what they are talking
about, and to make sure they cannot be bought and paid for puppet rulers (like Biden and
Harris).
Once “we the people” voted for and installed Obama, Biden and Clinton (who are obviously
communists) into office in DC, that’s when I (and millions of others) knew it was time, for sure,
to vote for someone else who would lead the country against the terrorists and Marxists out
there who would love to take over the planet… starting with the USA. You can bet that I have
never voted for a MLD; and I never will. I’d rather shoot one than vote for one.
So, why did I draft this document? Well, mainly, because I have some sources of information
to pass along proving my points. First, links that cover the other side of the January 6, 2021
protest everyone should check out: Capitol Punishment, Give Me Liberty & Jan 6 Truth … plus…
This link will take you to my blog page where you should spend some time exploring all sorts of
information I have compiled over the past couple years about the corruption going on around the
country. Knock yourself out any time you have nothing better to do; which is just about any time.

And, most importantly, IF you email me for my USER ID and PASSWORD you can then go to a
Locals LOGON Screen, click on Content and watch the full 2000 Mules documentary (I bought it
so you don’t have to) and decide for yourself what voting by mail in the USA is really all about
now days; now that the MLDs have dug themselves in like ticks and have started bleeding the
country dry from within. Here’s your chance to wake up. Take your vote back. And pass it on.

